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A very clear statement oitrxg to explain a long line which the scrpture

does not sanction, and it was such an excellant statement that the people

of the clear headed member of the assembly inmediately recognized the

excellency of Leo's %Ø% statementand so Lel's statemtne was accepted

by the council of Calcedon, accepted by it as a true statement as to the

person of Christ, and the councik decided that this was the true solution to

the controversy and it was the exclamation which Leo had given. And Leo's

delegated presided at the counici, the first at which that happened. The

fourth of the general council. But in many ways it was the greatest of the

general councils, it was the largest of all the ccnils , there were 600 bishs

but all the 600 bishops except the papal delegates and two men from Africa

all the rest were from the eastern church. The adopted this statement they

made a definitestatemet on the trinity and the person of Christ, which has

been accepted by all the church since, Roman and Greek and Protestant.

I don't mean the controversies in the, next few centuries but in recent years

at least all branches have held this %%Ø/ is the true situation about the

person of Christ. And you can see hew that tremendously enhanced the stand

ing of the bihoop of Rome. But this one great man came at theis crucial time

and had this vital thought in the council of Chalcedon , (qJuest1on)

451, and when you think of that, just when Attlia was heading down fro Rome

and Leo was concerned with all that too, it shows the greatness for man,
(end of break in Record)

Assignment:

Question on assignment.

Now we were discussion the lasttime still on D the Christological Controversi

(question) No No No Actually there were two who were important, which is

not over six. Laugh. I am going to find out when I read the papers. Lagbh.

But now we must move along more rapidly because wh have many centures yet to

comer, and we are not going to vover these centu.res in any way in detail as

we did the firxt five centuries. There is interestion material in all the

cneturies, very interesting, but naturally the earls centuries have a greater
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